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4 Syllabus checklist

8 Introduction
• What do Upper-intermediate students need?

Course components

• Student’s Book Files 1-10

Lessons

Practical English 

Revise & Check

The back o f the Student’s Book

• For students 

iTutor with iChecker 

Workbook

Online Skills 

Pronunciation app 

Student’s Site

• For teachers 

Teacher’s Book 

iTools

Test and Assessment CD-ROM 

Videos

Class audio CDs 

DVD

Teacher’s Site

12 Lesson plans 

146 Photocopiable activities
Contents

Grammar activity answers 

Grammar activity masters 

Communicative activity instructions 

Communicative activity masters 

Vocabulary activity instructions 

Vocabulary activity masters 

Song activity instructions 

Song activity masters

і



Syllabus checklist

Grammar Vocabulary

сшшшшаш
A Questions and answers question formation working out meaning from context

В Do you believe in it? auxiliary verbs; the...the... 
+ comparatives

compound adjectives, modifiers

I K  COLLOQUIAL ENGLISH 1 Talking about... interviews, In the street

14 A Call the doctor? present perfect simple and continuous illnesses and injuries

18 В Older and wiser? using adjectives as nouns, 
adjective order

22 REVISE AND CHECK 1&2 Short film  The history o f surgery

clothes and fashion

24 A The truth about air travel narrative tenses, past perfect 
continuous; so /  such...that

air travel

the position of adverbs and 
adverbial phrases

28 В Incredibly short stories

32 ■ <  COLLOQUIAL ENGLISH 2&3 Talking about... children's books, In the street

34 A Eco-guilt

adverbs and adverbial phrases

future perfect and future continuous the environment, the weather

expressions with take38 В Are you a risk taker? zero and firs t conditionals, future
time clauses

42 REVISE AND CHECK 3&4 Ш і  Short film  The British and the Weather

44 A The survivors’ club

48 В It drives me mad!

unreal conditionals

structures after wish

feelings

expressing feelings with verbs or 
-ed /  -ing adjectives

52 ■ «  COLLOQUIAL ENGLISH 4&5 Talking about... waste, In the street



> ip. and t /; 
I stress

vowel sounds

ReadingSpeaking ListeningPronunciation

Q&A interviews 
Extreme interviews

What do you think? 
Paranormal experiences 
Signature analysis

First Aid questionnaire 
Health and wellbeing

Teenagers and elderly people 
Clothes -  do you agree w ith 
the statements?

Strange questions in job interviews Q&A
Extreme interviews

The coffee cup reading 
What your signature says 
about you 
Song: Unbelievable

Hard to believe? But it 
happened to me...

Radio interview about cybochondria 
Song: Just Like a Pill

Confessions of 
a cybochondriac

Radio programme about dressing Trading ages 
your age

regular and irregular past 
forms, sentence rhythm

word stress and 
intonation

vowel sounds

sentence stress 
and rhythm

Asking and answering questions 
about flying
Flight stories

Reading habits questionnaire

How Eco-Guilty are you? 
questionnaire 
Extreme weather

Taking risks

Radio programme with an airline 
pilot and air tra ffic  controller 
Song: The Airplane Song

Air Babylon

Lazy Susan Lazy Susan

Extreme weather experiences 
in the UK
Song: Heatwave

Are you a risk taker? 
The risks o f diving

How Eco-Guilty are you? 
Don’t  know what to  say? 
Talk about the weather!

I’m John, a speedaholic

ress Discuss what you would do in 
hypothetical situations

Situations where you fe lt a 
particular way
Discussing statements about 
regret
Things you wish you...

Lost in the Jungle

Top five regrets
Five people talking about regrets 
Song: Same Mistake

How to eat an elephant
Lost in the Jungte

Regrets, we've had a few 
Some of the top 20 regrets


